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O. Introduction 1 

This paper makes the following universal claims: 

(I) 

(m 
AU predicates are based on roots which are lexically associated with a single, internal 
argument. 
All transitive and all unergative predicates are derived by morphosyntactic operations, 
which may be phonologically nuU. 

I will provide evidence for both claims from St'at'imcets (Lillooet), a member of the Northern 
Interior branch of the Salish farnily.2 Salish languages are particularly pertinent for the analysis of 
sub-lexical syntax, since they give overt morphological expression to many operations which are 
covert in highly lexicalized languages such as English. I will show that the claims in (I-m are equalJy 
applicable to English-type languages, given the independently available mechanism of zero
morphology (Pesetsky 1995). 

(I-II) have obvious implications for the proper formulation of the unergative/unaccusative distinction. 
Salish evidence is consistent with an approach such as that of Hale and Keyser (1993, to appear), in 
which unaccusatives are primitive and unergatives derived. I-II challenge accounts such as Levin and 
Rappaport-Hovav (1995), who treat unergatives as primitive and (a significant subset of) 
unaccusatives as derived, or more traditional analyses where both are distinct types of primitive 
intransitive (Rosen 1984, Grimshaw 1987, Van Valin 1990, Zaenen 1993). The issue of argument 
mapping in Salish and its place in a cross-linguistic typology forms part of the broader theoretical 
question of whether argument selection properties are derived directly from the meaning of a 
predicate (as encoded in the form of a Lexical Conceptual Structure) or are mediated by (sometimes 
abstract) morpho-syntactic structures and operations. I will argue, following Davis and Demirdache 
(1995), that argument structure mapping takes place directly from event structure representations, 
generated by an aspectual calculus adapted from that of Pustejovsky (1991). Under this conception, 
thematic roles are derivative; predicates are lexically equipped with a single, underspecified "theme" 
argument, and other theta roles - in particular, that of agent - are added via aspectual operations. 

Aside from its relevance to a general theory of argument structure, the paper also addresses a parallel 
debate within Salishan linguistics as to the appropriate classification of roots. On the one hand, it has 

IThis is a minimally revised version of a paper to appear in M. Uribe-Etxebarria and A. 
Mendikoetxea, (eds.), Supplements to the International Journal of Basque Linguistics and 
Philology. It is included in this volume to make its contents more accessible to the Salishan 
linguistics community and to provide a companion to H. Demirdache's paper, 'Ont of Control in 
St'l!t'imcets', which also appears here. I am as usual indebted to our St'at'imcets consultants 
Alice Adolph, Beverly Frank, Gertrude Ned. Laura Thevarge and Rose Whitley for their 
expertise and patience. Thanks also to Strang Burton. Rose-Marie Dechaine, Harnida 
Demirdache, Lisa Matthewson, Nancy Mattina, Taylor Roberts and an anonymous reviewer for 
help and feedback. This work has been partially supported by SSHRCC grants #410-92-1629 and 
#410-95-1519. 
2St'at'imcets is spoken in southwestern mainland British Columbia. It has currently probably 
fewer than two hundred remaining fluent speakers, allover fifty years of age. There are two 
major dialects, Upper or "Fountain" (abbreviated henceforth as U) and Lower or "Mount Currie" 
(abbreviated as L). . 
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been claimed that argument structure differences between predicates are part of the meaning of roots, 
and are thus irreducible properties of lexical items (Thompson and Thompson (1992), Gerdts (1991), 
Howett (1993), Thomason and Everett (1993), Thomason (1994». On the other hand, it has been 
argued that argument structure in Salish is radically decompositional; under this conception, all roots 
have the same (minimal) argument structure, with differences being derived from different affixation 
possibilities (Egesdal (1993), Davis (1994b»,3 The debate has centred around a small set of agentive 
unaffixed intransitives, termed control roots (Thompson 1985). If control intransitives are primitive, 
then roots must be lexically specified as either unaccusative or unergative. I will argue, on the 

. contrary, that control intransitives are derived, showing that their behaviour precisely parallels the 
class of overtly derived intransitives variously referred to in the Salishan literature as "middles" 

3Mattina (1994) argues that a verbal 'base' rather than a root should be taken as the appropriate 
elementary unit of lexical (de-)composition in (Colville Okanagan) Salish. She takes a base to be 
"a form of any morphological complexity which corresponds to a single lexeme", where lexeme 
is an arbitrary form-meaning association. Her criteria for rejecting the root as a viable unit of 
meaning are based on the non-compositionality of many root+sufflX combinations. However, her 
approach is far too restrictive. in that it eliminates all but completely productive and 
compositional morphological operations. Though clearly there are non-compositional forms in 
St'at'imcets, and these may get reanalyzed as roots, such cases are overwhelmingly outnumbered 
by fully compositional combinations. Moreover, non-compositionality is not restricted to a 
particular level of the lexicon, or even the lexicon itself; the existence of non-compositional 
(idiomatic) structures in the syntax, for example, does not preclude an analysis of their internal 
structore. In fact, Mattina's bases seem to cut across established morphological divisions in 
arbitrary ways; on her analysis the Okanagan reflexive suffix, for example is both base- and 
stem-forming. A further argument for employing the root rather than the base as the fundamental 
unit of morpho-syntax can be made on the basis of a back-formation process which I have 
observed with several fluent St'lit'imcets speakers. These speakers reanalyze opaque root+suff'tx 
combinations to create new (unaccusative) roots. Two examples are given below: 

(i) (zw + a + t -) {zwat "be known" 

(ii) (may + i -) {mayi "be built" 

Evidence that reanalysis has taken place comes from (a) the existence of the original root in 
forms such as the following: 

(iii) {ZW • a+ + tm1)(w 
(iv) {may + t 

"to know the land" 

"to build" 

and (b) the existence of the (opaque) suffixal element in a number of other forms, such as 

(v) {lnw + a + t 

{lnw + a + n 

(vi) n-{kWfI-l-tan 
{kw1J-fn 

"to say what 7" (intr.); cf. 

"to say what 7" (tr.) 

"creator"; cf 
"to prepare (tr.)" 

The existence of the back-formed roots in (i) and (ii) thus shows us that new roots may be 
formed from opaque root plus affix combinations, and that these roots are invariably ascribed 
intransitive (more specificalJy, unaccusative) meanings. This constitutes a powerful argument for 
the psy~h.ologicai reality of the root, rather than the base, as the elementary unit of morphological 
compos1l10n. 
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(Thompson and Thompson 1992), "anti-passives" (Gerdts 1988), and "low transitivity predicates" 
(Thomason and Everett 1993).4 

The paper is organized as follows. In section I, I present a brief overview of the structure of the 
St'at'imcets predicate. Section 2 discusses the basic morphological division between transitive and 
intransitive predicates. Section 3 discusses non-control roots, and section 4 introduces the various 
classes of derived intransitive. Section 5 presents an aspectual analysis of in/transitivity in 
St'at'imcets, closely based on that of Davis and Demirdache (1995). In section 6 I turn to a detailed 
analysis of control roots, showing that they are best analyzed as being derived by zero-morphology. 
Finally, in 7 I consider the implications of the analysis presented here for a general theory of zero 
morphology and lexical representation. 

1. Structure of the word in St'at'irncels 

The SI' al'imcets word displays complex internal strocture. A simplified schema is given below:s 

(I) [r[procl[noml[r[[nOm2[sta[[[loc[[ROOT] asplllex] abstll in/trans] obj] erg] subj] encl]] 
4 32 1 1 2 3 4 

Four word-internal domains can be distinguished, based on evidence from both prosodic and 
morphological criteria The innennost, (1), contains the root, the only element which is obligatory in 
all predicates. The stem-level domain, (2), contains a variety of aspectual and other afffixes, 
including transivitizers and intransitivizers, but excluding pronominal affixes. The latter occupy (3). 
the outermost affixal domain, which is equivalent to the level of the morphological word. Domain 
(4), which contains various pro- and en-clitics, is the maximal domain of word-level stress 
assignment and corresponds to the prosodic word. 

Stem-level affixation has a variety of functions in St'at'imcets. The three most important ones are (a) 
aspectual modification (b) lexical suffixation and (c) in/transitivization. 

(a) Aspect pervades St'at'imcets grammar, being marked stem-internally by reduplication, infixation, 
prefixation, and suffixation, stem-externally by clitics, and word-externally by aspectual auxiliaries. 

4While it is possible that other Salish languages may turn out to differ from St'al'imcets, it is 
likely that the generalizations made here characterize other members of the family. Certainly, the 
evidence currently available is compatible with the position I adopt: this includes work on 
Nie?kepmxc1n (a.k.a Thompson; Northern Interior; see Thompson 1985, Thompson and 
Thompson 1992, Howett 1993), Halkomelem (Central/Coast; see Gerdts 1988, 1991). and Selis 
(a.k.a. FlatheadIMontana Salish; Southern Interior; see Thomason & Everett 1993, Thomason 
1994, EgesdalI993). More systematic comparative work is obviously necessary in order to 
gefine more precisely the permissible range of variation between Salish languages. 

Abbreviations are as follows: ABS=abstract suffix, ACT=active intransitivizer, 
AUT=autonomous intransitivizer, ASP=aspectual, CAU=causative transitivizer, 
CHA=characteristic sufftx, CMP=completive marker, CNJ=conjunctive subject clitic, 
DES=desiderative, DET=determiner, DEY=developmental suffix, DlR=directive transitivizer, 
FRE=final reduplication, IMM=immediate SUffIX, INC=inchoative marker, IND=indirecive 
transitivizer, IRR=irrealis marker, ERG=ergative, IRE=iterative reduplication, LEX=lexical 
suffix, LOC= locative prefix, MID=middle suffix, NOMI = syntactic nominalizer, NOM2= 
OOC=out-of-control marking, OBJ=object sufftx, OBL=oblique, QUO=quotative marker, 
PAS=passive, PL=plural, POS=possessive, PRG=progressive, REF=referential, REL=relational 
transitivizer, RFL=reflexive sufftx, SG=singular, STA=stative prefix, SUB=subject, TRE=tota! 
reduplication. 
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The main stem-level aspectual markers are given in Table I below (for a more complete survey see 
van Eijk (1985»: ' 

Table 1: Stem-level aspectual markers: 

FORM TYPE NAME GLOSS MEANING 
(a)s- prettx stattve STA resulttng state 

-p/-?- suffix/infix mchoatlve INC change of state 

-am suffix characteristtc CHA continumg state 

-t SuttlX Immediate lMM continuing state 

[C I c 21[c ,lfc21 reduplication total redup. TRE mherent state 

[C I C2][C IC2][C I C21 reduplIcatton lterattve reaup. IRE Iteration 

[lfC,l[C,l reduplIcation I tinal redup. PRE process 

-wllx abstract suttix I developmental DEY Change of state 

Several of these markers will be discussed at greater length below, so I defer further comments until 
then. 

(b) Lexical suffIXes are an areal phenomenon of the Pacific Northwest; they consist of a large set (> 
100 in St'at'imcets) of referential suffixes which modify the meaning of a root. There are two types 
of le~ical s,:!ffix, s~r.n~tic (bod~-rel~ted) and non:somatic;. the two tyyes maybe distinguished by their 
relatton to mtranslttvlzers, whIch mduce a medio-reflexlve (self-drrected) reading with somatic but 
not with non-somatic suffixes (discussed in more detail below). 

(c) St'at'imcets, like other Salish languages, encodes transitivity through a set of transitivizers and 
intransitivizers. Transitivizers convert a stem into a (morphologically dyadic) transitive predicate· 
intransitivizers convert a stem into a derived intransitive predicate. Transitivizers will briefly b~ 
discussed in 2 below; intransitivizers will be extensively discussed in section 4. 

Stem-external affixes, which attach only to transitivized stems, consist of object suffixes (including 
refle.xive and reciprocal marke~s) and the third person ergative suffix -alL Other person markers 
(subjects and possessors) are clIDcs rather than affixes. Subject and possessive clitics further differ 
from person affixes in attaching to both transitive and intransitive stems. 

2. Transitives vs intransitives 

The principle transitivizers in St'at'irncets are given below: 

Table 2: Transitivizers6 

6There are a several minor transitiviZers which act like combinations of the principle types 
illustrated in Table 2. The transitivizer -anal-ana, for example, has a directive meaning (i.e. it 
indicates full control over the action) but causative morphology (it Il\ies causative object ' 
suffixes); I gloss it as directive for the purposes of this article. 
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FORM' NAME GLOSS 

-Vn('), -vni <1lrecuve DIR 

-i/e causaUve CAU 

-mln(') relational REL 

-xlt m<1lrective IND 

All predicates without a transitivizer in St'tit'imcets are fonnally intransitive; they cannot appear with 
object suffixes or the third person ergative marker, even when their meaning might entail two 
arguments:8 

(2)a. qani m =-lkan 
hear=lSG.SUB 
HI heard." 

(3)a. ?uqWa? 

drink 
"S/he drank." 

b.*qall1m-ttlmf =fkan 
hear-2SG.OBJ= I SG.SUB 
"I heard you." 

b. *?uqw?-ai 

drink-ERG 
"S/he drank it" 

c. qanlm -ani-tumf =-lkan 
hear-DIR-2SG.OBJ=ISG.SUB 
"I heard you." 

c. ?uqw?-ani-ai 
drink-DIR-ERG 
"S/he drank it up." 

The ungrammatical cases in (2b) and (3b) differ from their grammatical counterparts in (20) and (3c) 
only in the absence of a (directive) transivitizer. It is important to note that this is a formal 
requirement; the meaning of the (b) cases is perfectly coherent In fact it is even possible to supply an 
overt object Determiner Phrase with formally intransitive predicates like those in (2-3b), as long as 
there is no corresponding object pronominal morphology: 

(4) qanfm--lkan kWu wa? ~lq 

hear=lSG.SUB DET PRG come 
"I heard someone coming" 

(5) ?uqWa? kWu k.aPl t1 kWukwp1?=a 
drink DET coffee DET chief=REF 
"The chief drank coffee." 

Following van Eijk (1985), such cases will be referred to as with-object constructions. They will play 
an important part in the discussion below. 

Intransitive predicates may be cross-classified along two dimensions. The first is morphological; it 
distinguishes unsufflXed from suffixed intransitives, the latter containing an overt intransitivizer. The 
principle intransitivizers are given in Table 3 below: 

Table 3: Intransitivizers 

7FORM refers to the usual morphophonological realization of an (in)transitivizing suffix. 'V' 
indicates that the vowel in the suffix is variable; it is generally realized either as a copy of the 
root vowel or one of the unmarked vowels ala. Glottalization of resonants, indicated by a 
varenthesized apostrophe, is also variable, and depends on stress and other phonological factors. 
lSExamples are transcribed in standard North West coast phonemic script. Underlined vowels are 
retracted. Affixal boundaries are indicated by a dash (-), clitic boundaries by an equals sign (=). 
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FORM NAME GLOSS 
-Vm(') truddle MID 

-xal active ACf 

-lax/fix autonomous AUT 

The second dimension is that of control. For our purposes, control may be equated with agency; for 
discussion of possible distinctions between the two notions. see Thompson (1976. 1985). All suffixed 
intransitives are control predicates; however. un suffixed intransitives are divided up into control and 
non-control subclasses. We thus have the following distribution: 

Table 4: Morphological and semantic properties of intransitive predicates 

+ CONTROL - CONTROL 

t~~D:I====j==~1 ====~=jl 
Table 4 shows an incomplete correlation between control and derivational status; while all suffixed 
intransitives are [+control], unsuffixed intransitives can apparently be either [± control]. I shall argue, 
that this initial picture is misleading, since "unsuffixed" control intransitives are in fact derived by 
zero morphology. If such an analysis is correct. then all control predicates are morphologically 
derived; this will allow us to maintain a uniform view of the St':lt'imcets lexicon as containing only 
unaccusative (non-agentive) roots, with all other forms being derived by affixation. 

Most of the rest of the paper will be devoted to establishing this claim. In the following sections. I 
first introduce the various classes of intransitive predicate, beginning with non-control cases, before 
turning first to suffixed and then to non-suffixed control intransitives. I will show that both 
morphological and syntactic evidence argues for a classification of intransitive predicates that treats 
all the control cases as derived. in opposition to the non-derived non-control cases. . 

3. Non-control intransitives 

There are more than two thousand non-control intransitive predicates in St'at'imcets; in fact, this 
class comprises the vast majority of roots in the language. Aside from nominals (6a), the class 
includes predicates with an adjective-like stative interpretation as in (6b), predicates of psychological 
state as in (6c), location and change of location predicates (6d), weather verbs (6e), change of state 
predicates (6f) and a set of both eventive and stative patient-oriented predicates (in 6g) described by 
van Eijk (1985) as "passive in character". 

(6)a. Nominal predicates9: 

m fxaf "(to be) a bear" 

qWu? 

"walfn 

"(to be) water" 

"(to be) a belly" 

tmlxW "(to be) land, earth" 

lawt "(to be) a slave" 

'?ula? "(to be) a huckleberry" 

~ominals form a distinct class of intransitives in St':lt'imcets. as argued by van Eijk and Hess 
(1986), Demirdache and Matthewson (1995), Matthewson and Davis (1995). Though we shall 
exploit some N-V diagnostics at points, the issue is for the most part irrelevant to the central 
claims of the paper. 
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b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

.t. 

g. 

Adjectival predicates: 
Kax "to be dry" kWll? "to be green or yellow" 

qWal "to be cooked, ripe" llzum "to be big" 

CIil "to be bad" ~1~ "to be cold (object)" 

Psychological predicates: 
paqWu? "to be afraid" gill "to be angry" 

+~ll "to feel cold" thln "to be proud" 

Location and change of location predicates: 
~ap "to,be under" i!lxw ''to get there, reach" 

lak "to lie in a particular place" ~ lq ''to get here, arrive" 

Weather predicates: 
lla+ "to be cold (weather)" 

Change of state predicates: 
+allw "to recover, get well" 

zucr "to die" 

Patient-oriented predicates (antitransitives): 

xWak ''to wake up. be awoken" 

Jr.aK "to rise (water)" 

qamt "to be hit by athrown object" +wal "to be left behind" 

?ui "to be discarded" hk 

"to be seen" tup 

"to be hit with a stick or whip" 

"to be punched" 

While the roots in (6) may be used as predicates without (overt) derivational morphology. most non
control roots are in fact bou,!d: they may surface only if they have .underg~ne one or more of the 
aspectual processes summariz~ in Table 1. N.everth<:l~s~. I vydl co~nnue to use tJ;1e term 
"unsuffixed" for all predicates which lack an overt In,I!1"BDs~nvlzer •. smce therr co~trol (agenuveJn~lD
agentive) status is not affected by such aspectual modificauon. ThiS can be seen 10 (1), where I give 
some typical paradigms with bound roots: : 

(1)a. {pu+ ·'boil" 

i-pU+ "boiled" (stative) 

pu+.a+ "boiling" (final reduplication) 

b. {ZBllW uOlCIt" 

za-?-llw "melt" (inchoative) 

zallw.z~w "soft, melted consistency" (total reduplication) 
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c. haw "annoy" 

zaw-t "annoyed" (inunediate) 

dw-?-aw "get fed up" (inchoative) 

d. {qaxW "break" 
ka-qaxW-a "break suddenly" (out of control) 

i-qaxW Ubroken" (stative) 

Note tharnot all aspectual processes apply to all roots. This is partly a function of lexical semantics, 
but also of idiosyncratic variation in affixation possibilities. 

3.1. Non-control intransitives are unaccusative 

In this section, I claim that all non-control intransitive predicates take a single argument, to which 
they assign an internal theta role: that is, they are unaccusative. 

While the nominal, adjectival, and uncontroversially unaccusative predicates in (6a-f) pose no 
immediate problem for this analysis, the patient-oriented predicates in (6g), whose counterparts in 
English are canonically transitive, do not appear at first sight to be candidates for unaccusative status. 
We shall term these cases antitransitives. The English glosses in (6g) suggest that antitransitives 
might be detransitive, i.e. derived from underlyingly transitive predicates by a type of lexical 
passivization process. However, St'j\t'imcets has a syntactic passive; it turns out that a comparison of 
antitransitives with passives reveals a number of contrasts that can only be accounted for if passives 
are detransitivized while antitransitives are fundamentally intransitive. 

First of all, antitransitives are morphologically non-derived: they consist of bare roots (though these 
may be extended by lexical and aspectual suffixes, with no effect on argument structure). In marked 
contrast, passives are uniformly derived from transitivized predicates, which invariably contain an 
overt transitivizer. (8) gives passive equivalents of the antitransitives in (6g). 

(8)a. qamt-l-tum b. +wal-an -calam 
hit-CAU-3SG.PAS leave-DlR-lSG.PAS 
"S/he was hit (by a thrown object)." "I was left behind." 

c. ?ui-l-tanamwlt d. Sak-an -i!fm 
discard-3PL.PAS hit-DlR-2SG.PAS 
"They got thrown out" "You got hit (with a stick or whip)." 

e. ?atll-an-tumul am f. zawat-an-tam+kalap 
leave-DIR-IPL.PAS know-DIR-2PL.PAS 
"We were seen." "You folks were known." 

The morphological distinctness of passives and antitransitives is mirrored in the syntax. Since 
antitransitives are unaccusatives, we expect to find no implicit agent effects of the type that typically 
surface with passives. In other words. we should be able to replicate the English unaccusative-passive 
contrast illustrated in (9): 

(9)a. The boat sank (*by the French). b. The boat Wjls sunk (by the French). 
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This is indeed the case. Passive agents may be introduced by an oblique marker,!O as shown in the 
textual examples in (10), which are taken from van Eijk and Williams (1981). 

(lO)a.Hl/-kwu? ?ay+ kal/=kwu? ?at1? 
crosS=QUO then cross=QUO to. there 
?a{:l!.-n-am=kwu? ?, -k1 ?uxwalmfxw·a 

see-DIR-PAS =QUO OBL=PL.DET native-REF 
"Well then he crossed over, he crossed over there, and he was seen by the people". 

1-~6n-tan&mw 1t 
so=then=there NOM=tell(DIR)-3PL.PAS OBL=DET mother=3PL.POS=REF 
"So then that's what they were told by their mother." 

In contrast, antitransitives do not pennit oblique agents: 

(l1)a. *qamt (J) -ta IqayxW-a ta twaw.wat-a 
get.hit (OBL)=DET man=REF DET boy=REF 
"The boy was hit by the man." 

b. qarht-i-turh 1 -ta 
get.hit·CAU-3PAS OBL=DET man=REF 
"The boy was hit by the man." 

ta tw3w.wat=a 
DET boy=REF 

Where an oblique is present with an anti transitive predicate, it is interpreted as a locative or 
sometimes as an instrument, but never as a volitional actor; hence the absence of an agentive 
interpretation in (l2a), in contrast to the agentive interpretation of the oblique with the passive in 
(12b): 

(l2)a. ?l!.an~+kan 1 eta mfl!.a+=a 
get.hurt=lSG.SUB OBL=DET bear=REF 
"I got hurt by the bear."(only ok if bear is dead, and , tripped on it, for example) 

b. l!.an-s-tGrhx~am 1 ~ta mfl(a+=a 
get.hurt-CAU-1SGPAS OBL=DET bear=REF 
'" got hurt by the bear." (i.e., it attacked me) 

I conclude that, on the basis of both morphological and syntactic evidence, antitransitives are 
unaccusatives, thus fonning a unitary morpho-syntactic class with the other non-control roots in (6). 

4. Suffixed control intransitives 

We now tum to control (agentive) intransitives, beginning with those which are suffixed with an 
overt intransitivizer. As can be seen in Table 3 above, there are three main intransitivizers, labelled 

I~here are two oblique markers in St'at'irncets, both derived from locative prepositions. The 
first, based on the directional preposition ?e- is characteristically employed by older speakers, 
and thus shows up frequently in textual examples; however, it seems to be in the process of being 
replaced as a marker of oblique DPs by the locational preposition 1-, at least in the grammars of 
speakers younger than sixty. 
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active, autonomous, and middle. Subsections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 will deal with each of them in tum' 44 
will deal with cases where lexical suffixes appear without an overt intransitivizer. ' . 

4.1. Active intransitive! 

Active intransitives are suffixed with the intransitivizer -xal: 

(13) Kax-xal "to dry" (intr.) ?611-xal "to discard" (intr.) 
{:fp-xal "to cool" (intr.) paqwu?-xal "to scare" (intr.) 

lHxw-xal "to bring things" (intr.) hk-xal "to hit with a stick (intr.) 

-xal creates an atelic intransitive predicate with an agentive subject and an implied object; the latter 
is generally interpreted as generic, non-specific, or collective, and may be expressed overtly through 
the with-object construction. This is shown in (14-15): 

(14) kf~-xal kWu patak ?1 ?uxwalmfxw-a 
lay-ACT DET potato PL.DET people=REF 
''The people plant potatoes." 

(15) pu+-xa l-+kan-k+ kWu ?u. ?la? 
boil-ACT=lSG.SUB=1RR 
"I will boil some eggs." 

DET egg 

The use of the non-referential determiner kWu is typical of DPs in the with-object construction as are 
both the generic reading of the object in (14) and the irrealis mood in (l5).1n fact, active in~sitives 
are ~e.nerally restricted to these environments. 1n telic contexts they are replaced by directive 
transltives: 

(16) pu+-un-lJ<an=tu? ?1 ?6. ?i?ma 
boil-DIR=lSG.SUB=CMP PL.DET egg=REF 
"I boiled some (specific) eggs." 

I will henceforth refer to the class of intransitive predicates which entail an understood object (and 
therefore take the with-object construction) as implied-object intransitives. 

When suffixed to stems containing lexical suffixes, both the active intransitivizer and the directive 
transitivizer yield an interpretation paraphrasable as "to act on the referent of the suffix", as shown in 
(17-19) below. However the contrast between the non-delirnited reading of actives (the b cases) and 
the delimited reading of directives (the c cases) is retained: 

(17)a. {sup "to be scratched" 

b. i6p-xn-xal "to scratch people's feet" (in general) 

c. iGp-xn-afl "to scratch someone's foot" (in particular) 

(18)a. {caw "to be washed" 

b. {:aw-aka?-xal "to wash people's hands" (in general) 
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c. caw-ak?-an "to wash someone's hands" (in particular) 

(19)a. {Kax "to be dry" 

b. Kax-alfws-xal 

c. Kax.,.alfws-an 

"to dry people's whole bodies" (in general) 

"to dry someone' s whole body" (in particular) 

An important and distinctive property of active intransitives concerns the distribution of two near
homophonous i-prefixes: one of these marks stative aspect (see Table I and the examples in 7 
above). while the other is nominalizing.llli-prefixed predicates suffixed with the active marker are 
invariably interpreted as nominal rather than stative. as shown in (20). 

(20) (a) Active intransitive (b) Non-control 

i-ma~ = "written" 

i-put = "boiled" 

i-ma~-xal = "something written" (e.g., a letter) 

i-put-xal = "something boiled" (e.g., potatoes) 

s-tfx-xal = "something put on the table" (e.g., plates) ii-t Ix = "set (of table)" 

The forms in (20a), unlike those in (20b), act like ordinary nouns; for example. they can co-occur 
with an adjectival modifier in the complex nominal predicate construction (21), head relative clauses 
(22), and take possessive pronominal morphology in predicate position (23). all of which are 
diagnostic tests for noun-hood in St'at'imcets (see Demirdache and Matthewson 1995, Matthewson 
and Davis 1995). 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

?1=natxw=aii 
good NOM-write-ACT DET see-DIR=lSG.CNJ=REF when=day=3.CNJ 
"It was a good piece of writing that I saw yesterday." 

tt ?aCl(-an=an=a 

nl i-mal-xal=a 
tear.TRE-DIR-ERG DET NOM-write-ACT=REF 
"He tore up the writing that I gave him." 

nl ?um-an=an=a 
DET give-DIR=lSG.CNJ=REF 

n=l-mal-xal nl 1!a'>.1!'l-an-aii=a 
lSG.POS=NOM-write-ACT DET tear.TRE-DIR-ERG=REF 
"My writing was what he tore up." 

Note that the contrast between the nominal interpretation of ii-prefixed active intransitives and the 
siative interpretation of i-prefIXed non-control predicates is clearly related to the implied object 
property, since the nominal derived from an active intransitive refers to its understood object, which 
is absent in the (fundamentally intransitive) non-control cases. 

4.2. Autonomous intransitives 

11 In fact. there are two separate types of nominalization in St'at'imcets. and in Salish more 
generally. One is derivational. and creates nouns. the other is inflectional. and creates 
nominalized subordinate clauses. While the same I nominalizer is responsible for both, it is a 
prefix when used derivationally and a proclitic when used inflectionally. 
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The second main set of derived intransitives in St'at'imcets is suffixed with -liX, which has a 
stressed allomorph -fIX. Following Thompson and Thompson (1992), I refer to this as the 
autonomous suffix. 12 The autonomous suffix is incompatible with other intransitivizers or the 
directive transitivizer: compare the autonomous examples in (24-26) with the somatic suffix
intransitivizer combinations in (17-19). 

(24)a. -liup "to be scratched" 

b. SUP-l ax( *-xa 1/*-am/*-ai'l) "to scratch oneself' 

(25)a. -leaw "to be washed" 

b. caw -lax(*-xal/*-am/*-ai'l) "to wash oneself' 

(26)a. {kax "to be dry" 

b. Kax-I ax( *-xal/*-am I*-ai'll "to dry oneself " 

!he autonomous intransitivizer creates self-directed predicates with a reflexive interpretation. as seen 
m (27): 

(27) 1-al-lax "to stop (oneself)" tat-lax "to stand up" 

la'lw-flx "to hide (oneself)" qW az '-flx "to dance" 

xWak-Iax "to wake (oneself)" Hfw-Iax "to climb" 

I refer to this as the media-reflexive interpretation. 

Autonomous intransitives do not take an overt object: 

(28) la,>w-flx i-John (*ii-Johnl 
hide-AUT NOM-John (*NOM-John) 
"John hid (*John)." 

They also contrast with active intransitives with respect to s-prefixation; instead of the nominal 
reading associated with the latter, ii-prefixation of autonomous intransitives yields a resulting state 
interpretation parallel to that associated with ordinary non-control predicates: 

(29) i-HI-lax = "stopped" ( animate) cf.iH.al = "stopped" (inanimate) 

s-kHHax = "lying down" (animate) cf. s-kfc = "lying down" (inanimate) 

ii-tfx-lax = "sitting down at table" cf. i-tIl( = "set" (table) 

s-la'lw-flx = "hiding" ( animate) cf. i-la'>w = "hidden" (inanimate) 

12This reflects the fact that the St'at'imcets form is clearly cognate with it~ Nie?kepmxcfn 
counterpart lyx. and emphasizes that it is not, as van Eijk (1985) suggests, a deviant lexical 
suffix (with a meaning such as 'body'). but a bona fide intransitivizer. 
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These stative predicates fail tests for noun-hood: they cannot occur in the final position of a complex 
predicate (30), act as the head of a relative clause (31), or take possessive morphology in predicate 
position (32): 

(30)*?ama s-la5:""-(lx tl pun-an-a ?1=ni3txW=d 
good NOM-hide-AUT DEI find(DIR)=lSG.CONJ=REF when=day=3.CNJ 

"1t was a good hiding (place) that I found yesterday." 

(31)*p;S1-p-s=kan nukwun nl s-la'i:"'-(lx=a nl pun-an=a 
lost-INCH-CAU=ISG.SUB again DEI NOM-hide-AUT=REF DET find(DIR)=ISG.CNJ-REF 

• "I lost the hiding (place) that I found." 

(32)*n-l-la'i:""-flx nl pal-p-i=an=a 
lSG.POS=NOM-hide-AUT DEI 10se-INC-CAU=lSG.CNJ=REF 

"'My hiding (place) was what I lost." 

The stative i-prefix is not compatible with all autonomous predicates. It only attaches to those with 
an underlyingly telic event structure (i.e. one involving a change of state leading to a resulting state), 
as in (29). Atelic predicates may not be i-prefixed at all, as shown in (33): 

(33) (*1- )n-llay-l ax 

(*1I-)QwaZ '-11x 

(*II-l+a~w -11x 

= to swim (no stative variant) 

= to dance (no stative variant) 

= to jump (no stative variant) 

Note that the autonomous intransitivizer is not associated with a particular aspectual interpretation. It 
generally inherits the aspectual characteristics of the root to which it attaches, in contrast to the active 
intransitivizer, which invariably yields an atelic predicate. 

In Table 5, I summarize the differences between active and autonomous intransitives. 

Table 5: Diagnostic properties of active and autonomous intransitivizers 

active (-xal) 

autonomous (-lax) 

interpretation 

4.3. Middle intransitives 

aspect s-prefixation 

The third class of suffixed intransitives is suffixed with -Vm('). This is the St'at'imcets version of a 
pan-Salish morpheme most frequently glossed as middle, a tenn which I adopt here. In St'at'imcets, 
middle-marked predicates may be interpreted either like implied object or like medio-reflexive 
intransitives, depending on the stem to which they attach: 

(34) Implied abject middles: 
la,>w-6m 

~aQw?-um 

"to hide (stuff),' (intr.) 

"to sew" (intr.) 
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"to seek" (intr.) 

"to sell" (intr.) 

45 

kWul-am "to make" (intr) ?acl(-am "to see" (intr.) 

(35) Media-reflexive middles: 
laxw-am "to take a bath" lup-um "to breathe" 
~axw-am "to wade" l(a~-am "to go up hill" 
mac-um "to stoop" ?um1k-am "to go upstream" 

The implied-objt:<:t middles in (34), like active intransitives, may express their understood object 
overtly, as shown 10 (36): 

(36)a. nIt tI imuta~=a taw-am tl ct1Q""az'-a 
FOe DET woman=REF sell-MID DET fish=REF 
"It's the woman that sold the fish." 

b. xWfl-am k""u m(Ka+ tl 
seek-MID DET bear DEI 
"The hunter is looking for a bear." 

wa? p1l(-am 
PROG hunt-MID 

c. KWul- am tl cla?-a tl iyaq~?-a 
make-MID DEI basket=REF DET woman=REF 
"The woman is making a basket." 

S-prefixation yields a nominal interpretation with implied-object, again like active intransitives: 

(37) I-la~w-um = "something hidden" (cfl-la'i:w = "hidden") 
i-Qw;Sl-am = "something cooked" (cf li-Qwa l = "cooked, ripe") 
1-?1~-am = "something one sings" (cfl-?1?l~ = "singing") 

In contrast, the medio-reflexive middles in (35) may not take an object DP: either an oblique marker 
must be introduced, as in (38a), or an object is simply ungrammatical, as in (38b): 

(38)a. l(a~-am *(/=J tI tl wa? 
climb-MID *(OBL=)DEI NOM-mauntain=REF DET PRG 
"The hunter climbed the mountain." 

p1l(-am 
hunt-MID 

b.*Mp-um k"'u l-pul.t ?1 wa? tap-an-hal 
breathe-MID DEI NOM-smake PL.DET PRG put.out-DIR-PL.ERG 
tl 1-'lW$l.'lwel-p-a 
DET NOM-forest.frre-INC=REF 
"The ones who put out the forest fire were breathing smoke." 

More.over, wiili, medio-reflexive middles li-prefixation is either ungrammatical or yields a resulting 
state mterpretatton: 
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(39) (*i-li!axw-am "to wade" (no s-prefixation pennitted) 

(*s-lxa~-am 

i-muc-um 

"to go up hill" (no s-preflXation pennitted) 

"stooped" (stative s-prefixation) 

Thus. middle-marked predicates show ambivalent behaviour: they either act as though they were 
suffixed with the active intransitivizer (in which case they allow an object and yield a nominal 
interpretation with i-prefixation). or they behave as if they were suffixed with the autonomous 
intransitivizer (in which case no object is possible and i-prefixation never yields a nominal 
interpretation). The most obvious explanation for this ambivalence is that the middle suffix is 
ambiguously interepreted as either an active or an autonomous intransitivizer. a hypothesis supported 
by morphological evidence in the form of predicates which take either middle and active marking. as 
in (40). or middle and autonomous marking. as in (41). 

(4O)a. ~wal-am ~wal-xal "to cook. roast" (intr.) 

b. kW61-am kW61-xal "to make. creare" (intr.) 

c. nzaw-am nzaw-xal "to draw water" 

(41)a. mat-am mat-laX "to restn 

b. lap-am laHax . "to cover oneself with a blanket" 

In these cases. the alternating suffixes are in free variation. confirming the ambiguous behaviour of 
the middle marker -Vm(·). On the other hand. predicates which allow both the active (-xal) and 
autonomous (-lax) intransitivizers always show a regular and predictable contrast in meaning: 

(42)a. zuxw-xal 

b. Caw-xal 

c. kWfii-xal 

"to move (stuff),' 

"to wash (stuff),' 

"to drop (stuff),' 

zuxW-lax 

caw-fIX 

kWfiHax 

U to move (oneseIO" 

"to wash (oneseIO" 

"to drop. lower (oneseIO" 

While in general the middle suffix can either induce an implied-object or a medio-reflexive reading. 
depending on the root. there are cases where it is morphologically restricted to one or the other. When 
it is suffixed to a stem containing a somatic lexical suffix. the middle invariably yields a medio
reflexive interpretation paraphrasable as "to act on one's body part": 

(43)a. -fiiup 

b. -feaw 

c. -fkax 

"to be scratched" 

"to be washed" 

"to be dried" 

IUp-xn-am 

eaw-ak?-am 

Kax-alfws-am 

"to scratch one' s foot" 

"to wash one' shands" 

"to dry one's whole body" 

This interpretation is significant because it contrasts with the implied object interpretation yielded by 
the combination of a somatic lexical suffix with the active intransitivizer -xal (cf. 17-19). and is 
clearly related to the standard medio-reflexive interpretation of the autonomous suffix -lax (cf. 24-
26). 

In contrast. there are two environments where the middle yields only an implied-object reading. One 
case involves roots which normally take -xal and switch to - Vm(') if the stem undergoes diminutive 
or augmentative reduplication (marked by a period in the examples below) : 
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(44)a. saq-xal "to split wood" 

saq.iq-am "to split wood into many pieces" 

b. I!al-xal "to feel by touching" 

I!Hi-am "to feel around for something" 

c. nsfx-xal "to move food from one pot to another" 

nsf.b-am "to move food from one pot to several others" 

As the glosses indicate. the middle-marked reduplicated forms retain the object-oriented 
interpretation of the active intransitive forms on which they are based. 

The second case involves nominals. When the middle suffix is added to a nominal root, the resulting 
combination is interpreted as "to hunt. gather. collect, get the referent of' the stem (see van Eijk 
1985:145). 

(45)a. pu?yaxW 

b. pfpa 

c. (ilcuqWaz' 

="mouse" 

="paper. mail" 

·"fish" 

pu?yaxW-am 

pfph-am 

euqWaz'-am 

=Uto catch mice" 

=uto get the mail" 

.uto fish" 

To, summarize. the interpre~tion of ~he middle. ~u~fix varies ~tween that of the active (implied 
Objec9 ~d autonoI?ous (medio-reflexlve) lOu:ansmvlzers. When It attaches directly to a non-nominal 
root. Its lOterpretatiO~ depends on the sem~llcs ?f the root its~lf. as shown in (34-35). On the other 
han~. when ~e r?ot IS exte."d~ by a somatic leXical suffi~. as 10 (43). the middle has an exclusively 
mediO:reflexlve lO~erpretat.lon; I~ contrast. when the. ste~ IS reduplicated. as in (44). or is attached to 
a nomtn~ ro?t. as 10 (45). It receives an exclUSively Imp bed-object interpretation. This distribution is 
summanzed 10 Table 6: 

Table 6: distribution of the middle-marker Vm('): 

..Jv ..JV ..JV "N + diminutive +somatic suffix 
medio-reflexive I + I + 
object-oriented + + + 

4.4. Intransitives derived via lexical suffixation 

There is a fourth class of derived intransitive predicate. which unlike the other three does not involve 
an ove~t intransitivizer. Instead. members of this class seem to be derived di~ectly by lexical 
suffixation: 

(46)a. UK 
-all! 

cx-ali! 

b. Ita? 

-qS 

= "to be clean" 

• lex.suff."inside of house. room" 

= "to clean the house" 

• "to be close" 

= lex.suff. u nose• (by metaphorical extension) point. direction" 
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+a?-qs 

c. .fKax 

-(aliCa? 

Kax-iCa? 

= "to get across the water" 

• "to be dried" 

• lex. suff. "inside of body, (by metaphorical extension) flesh, mind" 

• "to dry meat" 

As can be ascertained from the glosses, these [root + lexical suffix) combinations are agentive, and 
thus resemble derived intransitives. In faei, I suggest that they are derived intransitives. To be precise, 
they contain a concealed middle marker, a zero-variant of the V(m') intransitivizer. I give three 
arguments for this contention: (i) the relevant forms are not base\l on agentive roots; (ii) the lexical 
suffixes are not inherently agentive (iii) in some cases, an oven middle suffix is in free variation with 
a zero-marked (coven) altemant. 

(i) In most cases, when one of the roots in (46) surfaces without an intransitivizer, as in (47), it has a 
. non-control reading: 

(47)a. caJi.CJi-ilm • "to be clean" (total reduplication; -ilm = characteristic) 

(li- = stative) b. s-+a? = "to be close" 

c. Kax = "to be dry" 

(Note that two of the roots in (47) have undergone aspectual operations - total reduplication in (47a) 
and stative prefixation in (47b) which do not affect the control status of the predicate.) 

(48) shows the roots in (46-47) with different lexical suffixes; again, these cases have a non-control 
interpretation. 

(48)a. n-cJi-aiCa? • "laxative" (literally, "clean inside") (aiCa? • "inside") 

b. n-+a?-k • "to have one's back against something" (n- ... -k • "back") 

c. n-kx-fnwas • "island" (literally, "dry place inside") (fnwas = "inside") 

Finally, in (49-50), we see that an intransitivizer is obligatory in other derivations with an agentive 
reading involving the same roots. The cases in (49) involve lexical suffix plus middle marking, the 
cases in (50) active and autonomous intransitivizers. 

(49)a. cJi-alk*( -am l 

b. +a?-xn*(-aml 

c. n-Kax-k*(-aml 

(50)a. CilJi*( -xall 

b. Kax*(-xall 

c. +?*(-{lxl 

= "to clean the graveyard" (lex.suff. -alk "surface'') 

= "to get close to where one is going" (lex.suff. -xn "foot") 

= "to dry one's back" (lex.suff. n- .. -k "back") 

= "to clean (stuff),' 

= "to dry (stuff),' 

= "to get close to something" 

(active) 

(active) 

(autonomous) 

I conclude that the meaning of the root cannot be responsible for the control (agentive) reading of the 
forms in (46). 
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(ii) However, it turns out that the lexical suffixes are not the source either, since when attached to 
other roots, these same suffixes yield a non-control reading, as in (51). A control reading obtains only 
when a middle marker is also added, as in (52): 

(51)a. kWilm-p-ilqS = "blunt point" (.fkwam "blunt") 

b. n-cli-a+ea? = "laxative" (.f eli "clean") 

c. naqW-al~ = u warm in the house" (.f nilqw "warm'') 

(52)a. nfi-ql-am = "blow one's nose" (.fnll"?") 

b. n-eli-aiC?-am = "to take a laxative" (.f eli "clean'') 

c. pal?-al~-ilm = "to visit people" (.fpal? "one'') 

(iii) If neither the root nor the lexical suffix is responsible for the control reading of the examples in 
(46), then the only remaining logical possibility is that there is some other (phonologically null) 
element contributing agentive force. There is direct evidence for the existence of such an element: the 
middle suffix is optionally available (without change of meaning) on many lexically suffixed 
predicates with an agentive reading: 

(53)a. .f pali 

-alqW 

pali-alqw(-am) 

b . .f+uqW 

-usa? 

+u.+qw-usa?(-aml 

c . .f?ama 

-alt 

?amh-alt( -am) 

= "to shave, peel" 

= lex. suff. "log, long object" 

= "to shave a log" 

= "to take off' 

= lex. suff. "fruit, round object" 

= "to peel fruit" 

= "good" 

= lex. suff. "child, human being") 

= "to fancy someone as a parent for one's children" 

This alternation is easily explained if we assume the existence of a zero-allomorph of the middle 
inu:ansitivizer. In tha~ case, "!ntr:lOsitivizi!1g" lexical suffi,xes lI!e sim'p.1~ morphophonological 
vanants of the producuve combmauon of leXIcal suffix plus mIddle mtransltlvlzer. As we shall see in 
section 6, this possibility provides us with a more wide-reaching explanation for the distribution of 
unsuffixed control intransitives. 

5, On tbe status of derived intransitives 

We have yet to address the issue of whether derived intransitives are syntactically or lexically 
?erived. If syntactic~ly derived, ~he predi~te .will be de~nsitiv~ in t~e sense that the suppressed 
mternal argument w1l1 be syntacncally acnve, I.e. the predicate WIll remam syntactically transitive. If 
lexically derived, the predicate will be intransitive in the sense that the suppressed argument will be 
syntactically inen. The next two sections will examine ftrst active and then medio-reflexive derived 
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intransitives. with the aim of establishing that both are intransitive. i.e they are lexically derived. 

5.1. Active intransitives are not anti-passives 

We begin with actives. Many authors, including Gerdts (1988), Kroeber (1991), Thomason and 
Everett (1993). have claimed that Salish active intransitives are antipassives: in other words, they are 
detransitivized constructions, involving suppression or absorption of a patient theta role, just as 
passive involves suppression or absorption of the agent role. Under such an analysis, the availability 
of an overt object for active-type intransitives follows from their underlying transitivity. just as 
passive agents are licensed by the underlying transitivity of passivized predicates. In spite of its initial 
attractiveness, it turns out that there is both morphological and syntactic evidence against an 
antipassive analysis, and in favour of a lexical treatment of actives. 

The most obvious evidence for the lexical analysis is provided by morphology. Unlike passives, 
which must be based on transitivized stems, active intransitives show no morphological reflexes of 
transitivity. In fact, they para1lel rather than contain directive transitives, since both are formed by 
affixation to non-control roots. This is shown in (54): 

(54) Gloss UnafflXed Active/middle Directive 
"(be) dry" K a x idx-xal fdx-ail 

"(be) afraid" paq"'u? p~q"'u?-)(al p~q"'?-an 

"(be) cooked" ~"'al Ci"'61-amNx~1 Ci"'61-an 

"(be) punched" tup tup-xal tup-un 

"(be) seen" ?acx ?.lex-am ?.leX-an 

These paradigms are not irregular; while. not every root occurs without affixation, the active 
intransitive/directive transitive alternation is fully productive. 

Next, we turn to syntax, concentrating on properties of the object in the with-object construction. We 
have seen that an oblique marker may be present with a passive agent (see 10 above). Under an 
antipassive analysis, we expect the patient of an active intransitive to behave similarly. This is not the 
case: an oblique marker is ungrammatical with an overt object: 

(55)a. K.lx-xal ("a-11=) k"'u ?uila? 
dry-ACT (·OBL=)DET huckleberry 
"S/he dried some huckleberries." 

b. ?uq"'a? ta nkY.lP-a ("a=11=) k"'U 

drink DET coyote=REF (·OBL=)DET 
"The coyote drank some water." 

Another difference surfaces with syntactic movement. In general, direct arguments of a predicate 
(subjects of intransitives, subjects and objects of transitives) may be freely extracted in WH
questions, focus cleft constructions, and relative clauses without inducing any special morphology on 
the predicate. This is shown in the WH-questions in (56):13 

BFor arguments that direct extraction of both subjects and direct objects in St'at'imcets is 
possible, see Davis (1994a); for a contrasting viewpoint, Roberts (1994). 
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(56)a. swat k"'u ?acx-an-cfh-as 
who DET see-DIR-2SG.OBJ-ERG 
"Who saw you?" 

b. swat k"'u ?~cx-an=tkaxW 
who DET see-DIR=2SG.SUB 
"Who did you see?" 

The agent of a passivized predicate may be also be extracted: 

who DET see-DIR-PAS NOM-Bill OBL=DET house=REF 
"Who was Bill seen by in his house?" 

In contrast, the object of a derived intransitive may not be freely extracted: it always induces 
nominalization, as shown in the WH-questions in (58): 

(58)a. itarn k"'u I·K~)(-xal·iu 
what DET NOM =dry-ACf=2SG.POS 
"What did you dry ?" 

b. starn k"'u I =?uq"'a?=s ta nkY.lp=a 
what DET NOM=drink=3SG.POS 
"What did the coyote drink ?" 

DET coyote=REF 

The contrast between (57) and (58) shows us that. unlike passive agents, the objects of active 
intransitives do not count as direct arguments in the syntax (see Hukari 1994 for similar conclusions 
on Halkomelem). This provides further evidence against a detransitive ("anti-passive") analysis of 
derived intransitives, and in favour of an intransitive (lexical) analysis. 

5.2. Medio-reflexives are not syntactic reflexives 

I now turn to the derivation of medio-reflexive (autonomous-type) intransitives, which I will also 
claim are lexically derived intransitives. 

St'at'imcets has a straightforwardly detransitivizing reflexive morpheme, -cut, shown in (59): 

(59)a cx-us-an-cut t1 i-Y.lqc?=a l=tl n-k"'an-uil-tail=a 
see-face-DIR-RFL DET NOM-woman=REF OBL=DET LOC-look-face-thing=REF 
"The woman looked at herself in the mirror." 

b. caw-ak?-am=wlt nlt=lIu? 
wash-hand-MID=3PL then=so NOM-undress-DIR-RFL=3PL.POS 
'They washed their hands and got undressed." 

The presence of the directive transitivizer (VnC'» betrays the transitive origin of these forms, while 
the absence of ergative mar~ing in. (59a) and the pre~ence of the !hird person intransitive plural 
marker =w It and the subordmate thIrd person possessIve plural -I m (59b) are diagnostic of final 
intransitivity. -~ut reflexives, then, are canonically de-transitive. 
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In marked contrast, autonomous-marked (medio-reflexive) predicates show no signs of underlying 
transitivity. This can easily be seen with predicates which take both tyPes of reflexive: 

(60)a. waqw=tu ?·~u? 
fall.in. water=CMP=so 
"He fell in the water." 

b.waqW-(/x =tu?=~u? c.watt-an-C!1t =tu?·~u? 
fatl.in. water-AUT=CMP=so falLin. water-VIR -RFL=CMP=so 
"He threw himself in the water." "He threw himself in the water." 

(60b), with the autonomous marker .lax, and (6Oc), with the syntactic reflexive -~ut, both yield self
dITected agentive predicates, as opposed to the non-control reading of the (root) predicate in (60a). 
However, note that the predicate in (b) is constructed directly from the unaccusative root, while that 
in (c) is clearly derived from a transitivized form, as evidenced by the presence of the directive 
transitivizer -an. 

A further argument for the lexical status of autonomous-marked reflexives is provided by 
productivity_ -~ut reflexivization is productive: any transitivized predicate may be syntactically 
reflexivized, subject to semantic plausibility. On the other hand, the medio-reflexive is not fully 
productive: while there exist many reflexive pairs like (60), there are an even larger number of 
predicates which simply do not take the autonomous suffix, even when the resulting predicate might 
appear to be perfectly plausible. This is shown in (61): 

(61) Syntactic refleXive 
ZUQW -an-Mt = "to kill oneself, commit suicide" 

ma?-an-Mt = "to blame oneself' 

= "to help oneself' 

Medio-reflexive 
*zdQw-lax 

*ma?-11x 

*nui<w?-11x 

I conclude that, like active intransitives, medio-reflexives are lexically rather than syntactically 
derived.. Middles, which by hypothesis are ambiguous between active and autonomous intransitives, 
are a fortiori also lexically derived. 

5.3. Control intransitlves and event structure 

We have now established that neither active intransitives nor medio-reflexives can be derived in the 
syntax from (directive) transitives. As yet, however, I have provided no clue as to the nature of the 
lexical process or processes which actually do derive them. In this section, I will show how this can 
be achieved using the aspectually-driven theta-theory of Davis and Demirdache (1995). (I provide a 
much-abbreviated version of the theory: see Davis and Demirdache (1995), Demirdache (this 
volume) for more details). It is worth emphasizing that the approach employed here is to a large 
extent independent of the priciple goal of the paper, which is to establish the derived status of control 
predicates and the underived status of non-control predicates, independently of any particular 
derivational mechanism. 

Recall that all roots in St'at'imcets come lexically equipped with a single internal argument The 
lexical representation for a root will then be as in (62): 

(62)a. "lax "dry" = A x (dried x) b. -f tup "punch" = A x (punched x) 

Obviously, this argument may find itself realized differently in different syntactic frames: it 
corresponds to the single argument of stative and inchoative predicates, the agreement-linked object 
in directive transitive constructions and the unexpressed (unlinked) patient in derived intransitives. 
We will assume that it cannot be arbitrarily deleted. This is a commonly accepted recoverability 
constraint on argument structure operations (see e.g. Marantz (1984». 
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Next, let us make the further crucial assumption that roots must be associated with some event 
structure in order to be realized as predicates. We adopt an aspectual calculus based on the event
structure representations of Pustejo:vs~ (1991); see also van Hout (to appear). This calculus builds 
complex events from a set of prunttive aspectual substructures, whose terminal elements are 
even~":alities (e). The primitive event types i~cl~de S (a state e), T (a change of state or simple 
transItion from -, e to e), and. P (a p~ocess, COnSISting of a set of identical eventualities e) to en>. The 
aspectual substructures assocIated WIth each of these event types are given below: 

(63)a. s b. T c. p 

I A A 
e -,e e el ...... ·en 

Assume that roo~ are lexi~ally associated .with a .single event type. More complex aspectual 
structures are bUIlt recurSively by affixation. ThiS means that aspectual affixes (including 
tra~sitivizers a?d intrl!-"sitivizers) ~ event-.type shifters. Thus, suppose the root .f kax "dry" is 
leXIcally assOCiated With T, a transltton, as m (64a); we can represent the directive the active 
intransitive, and the autonomous predicates derived from this root as in (64b-d), respectiv~ly: 

(64)a. Bare predicate T 

b. Directive 

C. Active 

A 
-, e e 

"'-./ 
AY (dried y) 

fcax 

T 

~ 
P T 

A A 
el en -, e e 

"'-./ "'-./ 
A x (dry x) AY (dried y) 

"'-./ 
h AY(dry x & dried y) 

kax-an 

P 

A 
el en 
"'-./ 
h (dry Z )~ (dried y) 

Kax-xal 
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d. Autonomous T P 

~ A 
P T el en 

A A "'-/ 
el en ..... e e OR A x (dry x &dried x) 

"'-/ "'-/ 
A x (dry x) Ax (dried x) 

"'-/ 
Ax (dry x & dried x) 

kax-lax 

In all three cases, an initial process subevent is added to the event structure lexically associated with 
the root. It is this subevent which Davis and Demirdache (1995) claim is responSible for agent 
control; under this conception, the theta role label agent is actually a set of entailments of a predicate 
with respect tu a particular (initial process) event-structure representation. The lexical content of the 
root is mapped onto the initial process subevent by a process of predicate cloning, whose operation 
is shown formally in (65) for the directive transitivizer: 

(65)a. (dried)* = Ae AY [dried' (y,e») 

b. (OIR)* = AV Acl ~ Ax AY [V (x,el) & V (y, e:z)] 
From (a) and (b), by lambda conversion: 

c. Acl Ac2 Ax AY [dry' (x,el) & dried' (y, e:z)] 

Here e is an event argument, y the internal argument of the predicate "dried", and x the agentive 
argument introduced by the directive transitivizer DIR. V is a variable over predicates. Predicate 
cloning ensures that the lexical content of the root ("dried") will also be the content of the initial 
process subevent ("dry"): the resulting predicate will thus be a process of drying by x which causes y 
to become dried. 

While the presence of an initial process renders all three predicates in (64) agentive, the three 
obviously differ in their treatment of the original (transition) subevent. When the root is affixed with 
the directive transitivizer (b), the resulting predicate inherits the original transition as its final 
subevent, yielding a telic predicate. On the other hand, in the active intransitive case (c), the original 
transition subevent is suppressed; 14 since there is no final subevent, the resulting predicate will be 
atelic. Note, however, that the original internal argument is undeletable, by hypothesis; it therefore 
remains aspectually unlinked, but can surface (in the with-object constroction) as a non-delimiting 
adjunct predicate. (See de Hoop 1992 for a cross-linguistic analysis of such constructions). Finally, 
when the autonomous suffix is added, as in (d), a process of lexical reflexivization links the 
arguments of the two subevents together. The resulting intransitive predicate may be either telic or 
atelic, depending on whether the final subevent is retained (as in the directive) or suppressed (as ,in 
the active). Crucially, however, if the final sub-event is suppressed, the unlinked argument does lllll 
remain 

141 assume for concreteness that the active intransitivizer simulumeously deletes the final 
transition subevent and adds an initial process; it is quite possible, however, that the operation 
can be further decomposed into two separate parts. 
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The ~ost imp~rtant c?~sequence of this appro~ch is tha! all agentive (control) predicates (both 
transItIve and mtransltlve) must be morphologIcally denved through the mapping of aspectual 
subst~ctures ~nto underlyin~ly una~cusative predicates. In ?ther words, there are no underlyingly 
agennve predIcates. There IS straIghtforward morphologIcal evidence for this conclusion in 
St',it'imcets, where, as we have seen, ovel'! io/transitivizing affix:es ar~ responsible for introducing 
agents. On the other hand, the same analysIs IS far harder to motivate m a morphologically opaque 
lan~~age li.ke Engli~~, which see~s more amen~ble to an approach where roots are lexically 
partitioned mto transitive, unaccusatlve and unergatlve subclasses, without postulating a derivational 
relationship between them. 

In the next secti?n, I sho.w t~at in fact St'at'imcets also tolerates a degree of (English-type) 
morphophonologlcal opacity, m the form of a set of control predicates which show no overt 
derivational morphology. I argue that in spite of appearances, these "control roots" are derived I will 
then point out that exactly the same mechanisms employed to account for opacity in St'at'imcets 
(essentially, zero morphology) are independently available in English (see Pesetsky 1995, Hale and 
Keyser to appear). I conclude that the two s~slems are formally identical; they differ only in the 
degree of zero morphology employed, an mdependently known parameter of cross-linguistic 
variation (Haspelmath 1993). 

6. Unsuffixed control intransitives and the concealed middle hypothesis 

So far, we have seen that there is a one-to-one correspondance between control and derived status in 
St'at'imcets: all derived intransitives are control predicates; all control predicates are derived. In the 
last section, we saw how this generalization could be captured in a theory where agency was entailed 
by a particular (derived) event structure configuration. 

However, the generalization itself is put into doubt by the existence in St'at'imcets (and in all Salish 
languages) of a set unsuffixed control intransitives, roughly corresponding to the class of unergatives 
in English (as pointed out for Halkomelem by Gerdts 1991). There are about 75 unsuffixed control 
intrlll,1sitiv7s in St'at'!mcets, divided into several s~manti~ sub-<;lasses; broadly following the verb 
c~assl~catlon of Levm (1993), these mclude predIcates mvolvmg (a) motion (including inherent 
directIOn and manner) (b) communicatIOn (tncludtng directed communication and manner of 
cOirunu.nication) (~) per~eption (d) transfer of pos~ssion (e) creation or transformation (f) searching 
or seekmg (g) SOCial activity/performance (h) boddy processes. A more or less complete list is given 
in (66): 

66(a). Motion predicates: 
matq "to walk" iaqW "to fly" 

macx "to dodge" nul!.w "to gallop" 

?al!.f~ "to lie down" (L) xfll-11 "to kneel down" 

nail "to go" xW61el "to run away" 

?illlwal "to go home" mlrhx "to move house" 

kW6ca "to go down to the shore" qayt "to get to the summit" 

?u+xw "to go inside" ?6I.lUB "to get together, meet" 
?f?wa? "to accompany" mfca?q "to sit down" 

M+ll "to run" ilqW6ta "to dance (Indian style) 

zaq-fl "to crawl" maq11-an "to walk over s.o.'s legs 
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+aqWut "to bend over" 

§ullWaat "to come down a hill" 

Illl "to move house" 

KWult "to come down a hill diagonally" 

n-zanam "to go around in circles" 

(b) Communication predicates: 
wa?aw Uto shout" 

xWftan "to whistle 

ka.kza? "to lie" 

ptakw+ "to tell a legend" 

711al "to cry" 

QWal-ut "to speak" 

Hmas "to guess" 

(c) Perception predicates: 
paQw "to have a look" 

QWallt "to notice" 

Kalan "to listen" 

(d) Transfer o/possession predicates: 
naqW "to steal" 

"to borrow" 

(e) Predicates 0/ creation and trans/ormation: 
kWukw "to cook" 

may-t "to fix" 

(f) Seeking and searching predicates: 
?ui-tak "to catch fish with a dipnet" 

(g) Predicates 0/ social activity: 
7alkllt "to work"(U) 

payt "to fight"(L) 

yall "to get dressed"(U) 

zarharh "to rest" 

(h) Bodily process predicates: 
?f+an "to eat"(U) 
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n-a-lllm 

qWa~.a~ 

n-Warh 

wuqWl1 

?umlk 

xwu.xwan 

~ut 

zaw1n 

?fnw-at 

qa7xan 

I-Qwa.Qwal 

qanfm 

zaqll 

?az' 

taxW_p 

Qtas 

?flaxw 

?f 7was 

iaylez' 

cnlQw-t 

xW(Jza? 

I-~a.~az· 

?uqWa? 

"to sneak into a woman's house" 

"to leave" 

"to go in a particular direction" 

"to go downstream in a canoe" 

"to go downstream" 

"to sigh" 

"to say" 

"to talk to the water" 

"to say what ?" 

"to holler" 

"to tell a story" 

"to hear" 

"to peek" 

"to pay for" 

"to buy" 

"to pit-cook" 

"to soak salted salmon" 

"to fish with a rod" 

"to play" 

"to fight"(U) 

"to get dressed"(L) 

"to quarrel" (U) 

"to drink" 
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qa 7 "to eat"(L) 

7allan "to cough something out" 

ptfllW -an "to spit" 

llWlc 

kW~? 

7axw7un 

"to defecate" 

"to urinate" 

"to cough" 

(Note that a few of these forms are suffixed; however, none of the suffIXes are intransitivizers, or 
have any argument-structure effects). 

Clearly, if we accept the non-derived status of these forms at face value, we must acknowledge the 
existence of agentive (unergative) roots in addition to the non-agentive (unaccusative) roots 
introduced in section 3 above. On the other hand, if we can show that control "roots" in Salish are 
actually derived, then we have a potential argument in support of the universally derived status of 
control predicates, including unergatives. 

There are several initial reasons to be suspicious of the primitive status of "control roots" in 
St'at'imcets. First of all, there is a huge disparity between the relative size of the two root-classes: as 
already mentioned, there are only around 75 control roots, but upwards of 2,000 non-control roots. 
Second, while we have seen three suffixes which create control intransitives from non-control roots, 
there are no comparable affixes which convert control roots into non-control derived intransitives: 
this suggests an asymmetrical derivational relationship between the two classes. Third, most control 
roots fail to conform to the canonical CVC Salish root-shape. This is shown in Table 7 below: 

Table 7: Percentages of root-shapes for all roots (1) and for control roots (2): 

eve evee eeve eveve RESIDUE 
1. all roots I 659% 18% 5% 5% I 7% I 
2. control roots t::i~~%t::t::lg5~%t:jt::~3%[::jt:J3~7:%::j::JI]6:%::j 
The figures in the top row (I) are taken from van Eijk's (1985) overall estimate of root shapes in 
St'at'imcets; those in row (2) are based on all the control roots I have been able to identify in 
St'at'imcets. Notice that the percentage of cve control roots is less than half of that of the overall 
eve percentage; in contrast, the figures for cveve constitute a far larger percentage of control 
roots than of roots in general. In fact, there is a strong general tendency for control roots to be 
"bigger" than non-control roots, as is obvious from the larger percentages on the right-hand side of 
row (2). This is directly connected to another important property of control roots: they contain a very 
high proportion of frozen affixal material, either in the shape of formatives that no longer have any 
clear grammatical function, or morphological operations that are used productively with non-control 
roots but have fused with roots in control cases. Examples of the former type include -II. -a?, -ut. 
-tak and -an, all of which are simply designated as "formatives" by van Eijk (1985). Examples of 
the latter include all three main types of reduplication, inchoative suffixation/infIXation, and lexical 
suffixation. In fact, fully 70% of all control roots contain some detectable affixal residue. This 
accounts for the high proportion of multisyllabic control roots (37%) compared to the overall 
proportion of multisyllabic roots (5%). 

All of these reasons lead us to be suspicious of the underived status of the "roots" in (65). If, on the 
other hand, unsuffIXed control intransitives are actually derived, then their eccentric behaviour is to 
be expected. Their only exceptional property lies in the morphophonological opacity and/or 
invisibility of the affixes which derive them. 

In the following sections, I give a particular explanation for this opacity: namely, that unsuffixed 
control intransitives are actually concealed middles. We have already seen (in section 4.4) that 
middle marking is optional or absent with certain predicates containing lexical suffixes. It is then a 
short step to the claim that the control intransitives in (65) are also zero-marked middles. I further 
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justify this claim by showing, fIrst of all, that control intransitives display cenain properties shared by 
all overtly derived inttansitives. These include (a) incompatibility with certain aspectual markers, 
notably the inchoative; (b) interpretative di~ferences associated ~ith "0';1t. of c~ntrol:' marking; ~d (c) 
choice of desiderative suffIx. Second, I wdl show that controlmtransltIVes, Just like overt nuddles, 
may be partitioned into implied-object and medio-reflexive sub-classes, each with a distinctive set of 
properties, as described in sections 4.1- 4.4 above. Finally, I giv.e morphological evidence for the 
concealed middle hypothesis, based on forms that show alternatIons between an overt and a zero 
realization of the middle marker. 

6.1. Properties shared by overtly and covertly derived intransitives 

(a) Inchoatives. The inchoative marker denotes a non-instantaneous change of state. It attaches only 
to an aspectually appropriate subset o~ non-de~ved r~ots (i.e., those ~hose lex!c~ content !s 
compatible with a change-of-state readmg; for diSCUSSIon of the semantIc underplDDlngs ~f th.IS 
compatibility, see Haspelrnath 1993, Levin and Rappapon-H,:)Va~ 199~). Some exa~ples are gIven !n 
(67). (The inchoative morpheme surfaces as a suffIxed -p with weak roots contammg schwa, as m 
(67a), but as an infixed glottal stop with 'strong' roots containing a full vowel, as in (67b». 

(67)a 'la~-p = "to get tied up" b. yl-? -p = "to grow" 

cas-p = "to get stretched" nu-? -q'" = "to warm up" 

lili-p = "to get caved in" za-? -X'" = "to melt" 

The inchoative is generally incompatible with agent control: where a change of state is imputed to an 
agent, either the autonomous suffIx or the active intransitive suffIx is used, depending on whether the 
event is medio-reflexive or implies an object. This yields conttasts like the following: 

(68)a. ea-? -+ = "to cool off' eM-lax = ''to cool oneself off' 

b. +a'l"'-p = ''to bounce" +a'l"'-(Ix = "to jump" 

c. kai-p = "to come off' k+- (Ix = "to quit" 

(69)a xam-p = "to dry out" xam-xal ="to dry out (stuff),' 

b. 'l"'al-p = "to burn" .,"'al-xal = "to burn (stuff),' 

c. Vl-? -p = "to grow" yfp-xal = "to grow, raise (stuff)" 

II follows under the present analysis that if the autonomous and the active markers are in 
complementary distribution with the inchoative, so will the middle marker be, since it either has an 
implied-object or a medio-reflexive interpretation. This is indeed the case, as can be seen in (70), 
where forms with lexical suffixes either appear with an inchoative marker (in non-control 
derivations) or a middle suffIx (in control derivations): 

(70)a. k1-? -l-ui = "to get hurt, embarrassed" (-ui = "face") 

kll-ui-am = "to do something shameful" 

b. n-l.a.5-p -ana? = "to get entombed, caved in on" (-ana? = "ear'') 

n-l.a.5-an?-am = "to entomb, cave s.o. in" 
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c. 'l"'al-p -~Iq'" 

'l"'ah~lq"'-am 

= "logs get burned" 

= "to burn logs" 

(-alq'" = "log'') 

Now, under the concealed middle hypothesis, we expect unsuffixed control intransitives to be also 
incompatible with inchoative marking. This appears to be overwhelmingly true; there are only four 
exceptions, shown in (71): 

"to shout" "to buy" (71)a. wa-?- ~w 

c. ?f-?-wail "to fish with a rod" d. ?f-?- wa? "to accompany" 

In fact, these potential counter-examples to the generalization actually confirm it, since in all four 
cases the inchoative marker has fused with the root. This can be demonstrated by transitivizing the 
roots; whereas in general inchoative marking is incompatible with the directive and indirective 
transitivizers, as shown in (72), it remains present with the roots in (71), as shown in (73). 

(72)a. 'l"'al-p "to burn" (inchoati ve) 
b. 'l"'aH*-p-)-an "to bum (something)" (directive) 
c. 'l"'aH*-p-)-x(t "to burn (something for someone)" (indirective) 

(73)a. wa-?- aw-an "to shout at someone" (directive) 
b. tax'" -p -xft "to buy something for someone" (indirective) 

(b) Out of control. Next, I will briefly examine the behaviour of the "out-of-control" clitic 
combination, ka ... a which is discussed in detail in Demirdache (this volume). The interpretation of 
ka ... a depends on the predicate to which it attaches. With non-control intransitives it has a strictly 
aspectual interpretation, meaning "suddenly, all at once", as shown in (74): 

(74)a. lap n·ii-ka·~~l·a 
suddenly ISG.POS=NOM;QOC=stop=ooc 
"Suddenly 1 stopped (unexpectedly)." 

b. ka-k"'fi-a tl 
OOC=fall=OOC DET 
"The rock fell." 

ka~h=a 
rock=REF 

With active intransitives, on the other hand, it means "to be able to", as illustrated in (75): 

(75)a ka=lap-xal=ikan=a 
OOC=plant-ACf=ISG.SUB=OOC 
"I was able to plant." 

b. ka=tlx-xal=+kan=a 
OOC=set table-ACT=ISG.SUB=OOC 
"I was able to set the table." 

With autonomous-marked predicates, the abilitative interpretation also obtains: 

(76)a. ka=l~"'" -flx=kan=a 
OOC=hide·AUT=SG,SUB=OOC 
"I was able to hide." 

b. ka=t Ix-lax=kan=a 
ooc= set-table-AUT=ISG.sUB;QOC 
"I was able to sit at the table." 

The prediction of the concealed middle hypothesis is that all middles and all unsuffIxed control 
inttansitives will show the abilitative rather than the simple aspectual reading. This prediction is 
borne out. 
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(77) 

(78) 

(79) 

(80) 

Implied-object middles: 
ka- ?atJi-em =ik~n=a 
OOC=see-MID=lSG.SUB=OOC 
"I was able to see." 

Medio-reflexive middles: 
ka-iaxw-em·ik~n-a .. 
OOC=bathe-MID=lSG.SUB=OOC 
"I was able to bathe." 

b. 

b. 

Implied-object unsuffixed control intransitives: 
ka-n~qW-kan-a b. 
OOC=steal=lSG.SUB=OOC 
"I was able to stea!." 

Medio-reflexive· unsujfvced control intransitives: 
ka-mll!a?Q-dn-a b. 
OOC-=sit.down=ISG.SUB=OOC 
"I was able to sit down." 

ka=le'lw-um-ikan-a 
OOC=hide-MID=lSG.SUB-OOC 
"I was able to hide (stuff)." 

ka-xal.-em·~dn-a 
ooc=go.uphill-MID=lSG.SUB=OOC 
"I was able to go uphill." 

ka-kWukW-ikan-a 
OOC=cook=ISG.SUB=OOC 
"I was able to cook." 

ka-I~alt-k'n-a 
OOC=go.downhill:SG.SUB=OOC 
"I was able to go down hill." 

(c) Desideratives. The two desiderative markers -"men and-"men are found only in intransitives 
and attach outside all other derivational affixes. -almen means ''want to". -"men means "almost".tS 
Only -"men is found with overtly derived intransitives, including active (8Ia). autonomous (8Ib). 
and middle (81 cod) predicates: 

(81)a nas-xal-'lman/*-'lman 

b. taf-lax-"man/*-'lman 

c. xal.-am-~lman/*-'lman 

d. ?ll.-am-~lman/*-~lman 

= "to want to bring things" 

= "to want to stand up" 

,. "to want to go up hill" 

== "to want to sing" 

Both desiderative forms are found with unsuffixed intransitives. However, their distribution is not 
free: control intransitives (of both the implied-object type, as in (82a), and the medio-reflexive type. 
as in (82b» select only -"m en, whereas non-control intransitives (83) take only -"man. 

(82)8. kW6kw -~lman/*-~lm an ,. "to want to cook" 

b. ?ui'al-~Iman/*-"man = "to want to go home" 

(83)a. l!lxw*-'lman/-"men ,. "to almost get there" 

b. tak*-'lmen/-~lman = "to be almost all gone" 

15 1 refer to both these forms as "desiderative", thou~ the second has lost its desiderative force, 
because they are clearly historically derived from a smgle desiderative morpheme. which is 
attested in many Salish languages. including Halkomelem (Gerdts 1991) and Nie?kepmxc1n 
(Howell 1993). 
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If the conlr<?l intransitives in ~82) ~. con~aled middles. then they are expected to behave in a 
parallel fashion to the suffixed mtrans!Uves m (81). and to contrast With the non-control intransitives 
in (83). This is exactly what we find. 

6.2. Subtypes of c:onceaIed middles 
So far. I have established that unsuffixed control intransitives share a number of properties with their 
suffixed co~nterp~ •. in op~sition to non-control i~~sitive~. However. it could be argued that 
these tests Simply diVide predicates along the semantic dimension of agent control without in any 
way establishing the morphologically derived status of the unsuffixed control forms. in this section I 
will show that the concealed middle hypothesis makes a further set of predictions which cannot be 
reduced in this way to the semantics of control, since they are based on a precise morphological 
parallel between overt and concealed middles. This parallel stems from the fact that overt middles fall 
into implied-object (active-type) and medio-reflexive (autonomous-type) subclasses, as shown in 
section 4.3. If unsuffixed control intransitives are zero-marked middles, then they should show the 
same type of ambivalent behaviour. I show that this is indeed the case. 

Recall the diagnostic properties of the active and autonomous intransitivizers, summarized in Table 5 
which is repeated below: ' 

Table 5: Diagnostic properties of active and autonomous intransitivizers 

in lexical suffix 
active es 

The prediction is that we should be able to distinguish between active-type and autonomous-type 
unsuffIXed control intransitives on the basis of the criteria above, just as we can distinguish between 
active .and ~uton~~ ~ddles.16. '7t us ~m to th~ activ~ subtype first .The first diagnostic property 
of actives IS therr ability to parnCipate m the with-obJect construcl1on. The following control 
intransitives from the list in (66) may take an overt object DP: 

(84) With-object unsujJixed intransitives: 
b. l!ut ''to say" wa?'w "to shout" 

ptakw+ "to tell a legend" ?fnw-at "to say what 7" 

il~?x8n "to holler" I\~mail "to guess" 
qWal-ut "to speak" i_Qw~.qWal "to tell a story" 

c. PaQW "to have a look" dQll "to peek" 

QaMm "to hear" kaW, "to listen" 

QWaxt "to notice" 

d. naqW "to steal" kWU+an "to borrow" 

?az' "to pay for" texWp "to buy" 

e. kWukw "to cook (things)" may-t "to fix, build. create" 

16-rhe third possible type of control intransitive, which is equivalent to predicates with a lexical 
SuffIX plus a zero middle ~ker (~ section 4.4). yields a medio-reflexi,:e inte~retation parallel 
to that of autonomous-type mtransllives; for the purposes of the present diSCUSSion. we will treat 
it as a subtype of the autonomous-type middle. 
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?flaxw "to soak (things)" qtal "to pit -cook" 

f. ?f?wa~ "to fish with a rod" ?Ui-tak "to catch fish with a dipnet" 

g. Uyiaz' "to play" cnl qW-t/Payt"to fight"(UJL) 

h. ?f+an/qa? "to eat"(UJL) ?uqWa? "to drink" 

ptf~w-an "to spit" kW~? "to urinate" 

~wlC "to defecate" ?S~an "to cough something out" 

Examples are given below (with the unlicensed object in italics): 

(85)a. ?uqWa? ta nkyaP=a ta qWu?=a 

drink DET coyote=REF DET water=REF 
''The coyote drank the water." 

b. ?acx-an-tumu+=kan ?1-wa?=alap UySaz' kWu bingo 
see-DIR·2PL.OBJ=lSG.SUB when (pAS11=PRG-2PL.CNJ play DET bingo 
"I saw you guys when you were playing bingo." 

?/ 
then=QUO=so NOM=say=3SG.POS PLDET person=REF 
"So he told the people ..... (van Eijk &Williams 1981: 45) 

There is a correspondance between the various semantic subclasses of control intransitive and their 
ability to take an overt object. Subclass (a) (motion) predicates are completely incompatible with an 
object - as we would expect if these predicates are basically medio-reflexive. On the other hand, 
subclasses (c-h), comprising perception predicates, predicates of transfer, creation or transformation, 
searching/seeking. social activity, and bodily process, are all compatible with an object. 

We next tum to a related property of active intransitives: the nominal interpretation associated with 
i-prefixation (see section 4.1 above). Given the concealed middle hypothesis, we expect the control 
intransitives which take an overt object to yield a nominal interpretation under i-prefixation. This is 
indeed the case, as shown by the examples in (86): 

(86) IHut 

i-kwukw 

II-naqw 

= "something said" 

= "something cooked" 

= "something stolen" 

(NOT "saying") 

(NOT "cooked") 

(NOT "stolen") 

On the other hand, control intransitives which do not take an object yield either a stative 
interpretation or are ungrammatical with s-prefixation, again as expected: 

(87) s-mfca?q = "sitting" 

s-?utxW = "(being) inside" 

*i-?uKwal 

*s-matq 

= "(going) home" 

= "walking" 

Finally, recall that active intransitives, unlike autonomous intransitives. are possible with a lexical 
suffix. This predicts that implied-object but not medio-reflexive control intransitives should co-occur 
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with a lexical suffix. This prediction is also borne out; out of the predicates in (65) the following take 
a lexical suffix, and all are implied-object predicates: ' 

(88) qaMm ·"to hear" qaMm-xan ·"to hear footsteps" 

Kalan ·"to listen" n-Kalan-ac ·"to listen without speaking" 
naqW ="to steal" naqW-aw+ ="to steal a ride" 
kWutan ·"to borrow" kWutan-fnak ·"to borrow a gun" 
?az' ·"to pay for" ?az'-q ·"to buy shoes" 
taxWp ="to buy" taxWp-alfca? ·"to buy clothes" 

cut ="to say" cut-anwas ="to think. feel" 
may-t ·"to build" may-i-ale ="to build a house" 

cnlqW- t ·"to fight" (U) cnfqWt-c(-am) ="to quarrel, bicker" 

~ttin~ :ogether the evide~ce ~e have examined from t~e vari?~S diagnostics for classifying derived 
mtranslllves,. we can now IdentIfy the followmg control mtrans1l1ves as "active· type" (implied-object) 
concealed nuddles: 

(89) wa?aw "to shout" tut "to say" 
qWaHit "to speak" k.i.kza? "to lie" 

Aamas "to guess" paq"" "to have a look" 
zaqll "to peek" qaMm "to hear" 

Kalan "to listen" nact "to steal" 
kWutan "to borrow" ?az· "to pay for" 
taxWp "to buy" kWukw "to cook" (things) 
may-t "to fix. build, create" ?flaxw "to soak" (things) 

cnlqW-tlp~yt "to fight"(U/L) saysaz' "to play" 

?f?wai "to fish with a rod" ?us-tak "to catch fish with a dipnet" 
?ftan/qa? "to eat"(UJL) ?uqWa? "to drink" 

ptfxW-an "to spit" kW~? "to urinate H 

?6xan "to cough something out" 

Conversely, the following control intransitives have a medio-reflexive interpretation: 

(90) matq "to walk" liaqW "to fly" 

maex "to dodge" nuxw "to gallop" 

?axH! "to lie down" (L) XfA-ll "to kneel down" 

nas "to go" x""ulel "to run away" 
?uxwal "to go home" mlmx "to move house" 
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kWuca "to go down to the shore" Qayt "to get to the summit" 

?u+xw Uto go inside" ?ul.lua "to get together, meet" 

?1?wa? "to accompany" mfl!a?Q "to sit down" 

qf+l1 "to run" 11qWuta "to dance (Indian style) 

zaQ-11 "to crawl" maMl-an "to walk over s.o. 's legs 

+iiqwut "to bend over" n-a-Klm "to sneak into a woman's house" 

li6.Kwast "to come down a hill" Qwac.iic "to leave" 

IllS. Uto move house" n-Cham "to go in a particular direction" 

kWult "to come down a hill diagonally wuqWn "to go downstream in a canoe" 

n-zcinam "to go around in circles" ?umlk "to go downstream" 

?alklt "to work"{U) ?11al "to cry" 

ya.K "to get dressed"(U) xW liza? "to get dressed"(L) 

zamam "to rest" s-~a.'laz' "to quarrel" (U) 

xwu.xwan "to sigh" ?aKw?Un "to cough" 

As pointed out in footnote (16), (90) contains two subtypes: those which are equivalent to 
autonomous-marked predicates, and those which are equivalent to predicates containing a lexical 
suffix plus the middle marker. It is not easy to differentiate these cases, since they yield similar 
interpretations; however, three of the forms above appear to contain frozen variants of lexical 
suffixes, indicating that they are of the latter type: 

(91) mat-Q "to walk" 

m1l!a?-Q "to sit down" 

?al-kit "to work" (U) 

(lex.suff. = -Q-, "behind, bottom") 

(lex.suff. = -q-, "behind, bottom") 

(lex.suff. = -dt-, "hand") 

Further evidence for the concealed middle hypothesis is provided by three types of morphological 
alternation. First there are a few predicates where a suffixed form is in free variation with a 
functionally and formally identical unsuffixed form. Examples are given below: 

(92)a. qWum qWum -lax "to shrivel" 

b. qlk q1k-lax "to heal" 

c. ?ul.lus ?ul.lus-11x "to gather, meet" 

d. ?umlk ?umfk-am "to go upstream" 

Second, there are cases which involve synonymy or near-synonymy between two separate roots, 
which have different affixation possibilities. Some of these cases arise from dialect variation as in 
(93b, c); others occur in both dialects: 
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SuffIXed form: UlIsujfixed form 
(93)a. caQw-xal "to eat "(intr.) ?1+an/qa? "to eat "(intr.) (U/L)17 

b. kWz-us-am "to work" (L) ?iilklt "to work" (U) 

c. kll!-lax "to lie down" (U) ?a.Kll! "to lie down" (L) 

d. dw-lax "to go around" (intr.) n-zanam "to go around" (intr.) 

e. 'law-fIX "to gather, meet" ?uUus "to gather, meet" 

f. ma+-am/-lax "to rest" zamam "to rest" 

A third morphological indication that middles and unsuffixed control intransitives are closely related 
involves cases where middle forms are reanalyzed as unsuffixed; in other words, the - Vm(') ending 
becof!1Cs part of th~ roo~ This tendency is responsible for the idiosyncratic (non-compositional) 
meamngs of the mIddle 10 (94) below, and for cases where other suffixes which are normally in 
complementary distribution with the middle end up suffixed to it instead. as shown in (95): 

(94)a. Kak "difficult (task); to have difficulty (person)" 

"to go up hill" b . .Kak-am 

(95)a. ?1k-am 
b. ?1k-)(lt 

"to sing" 

?fkam-xlt "to sing for someone" 

The fo~s i~ (95) ~ p~cularly' interesting,. in that they show lI!1 i~ten:nedia~e stage of reanalysis. 
The applicative translhvlzer -xlt IS normally 10 complementary dlstnbutlon WIth all intransitivizers' 
the two forms in (95b) are consistent with this generalization, if the root is construed as optionally 
including the (reanalyzed) middle suffix. 

All this evidence points in one direction: control intransitives are zero-marked middles. 

7. Implications 

I have now provided considerable evidence from St'at'imcets for the principle claims of this paper. 
repeated below: 

(I) 

(II) 

All predicates are based on roots which are lexically associated with a single. internal 
argument. 
All transitive and all unergative predicates are derived by morphosyntactic operations 
which may be phonologically null. • 

In th!s fmal section I address the implications of this analysis in more general terms, concentrating on 
two Issues; first, the status of zero morphology; second. potential explanations for why languages 
should consistently display a near-identical set of zero-derived intransitives (e.g .• "control roots". 
''unergatives''). 

17Van Eijk (1987) notes that "The consultants from whom I recorded ~'Qw-xal translate it as 
"to eat some of it." By contrast, qa? and ?ffan are activity-oriented and refer exclusively to the 
action of eating." In spite of this meaning difference, however, both commonly take a with
object and otherwise behave alike syntactically. I will therefore assume here that the difference is 
not related to argument structure. 
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7.1. Zero morphology 

Under the analysis proposed here, non-control roots are unifonnly unaccusative; moreover, they are 
the only type of non-derived predicate in St'at'imcets, and by hypothesis, universally. This 
implications for lexical representation: to put it simply, aside from categorial status (N vs. V) there is 
no need to specify argument structure at all. 

There is considerable conceptual advantage to a model of the lexicon which minimizes the role of 
idiosyncratic information in individual lexical entries. Nevertheless, it might be objected that the one 
presented here simply shifts the burden of idiosyncracy ?nto the m?rp~olo~cal compo.nent, and more 
particularly onto the role of zero morphology. Clearly, If zero-denvatlon ~s unconstralDed, .then such 
criticisms are well-founded, since an invisible morpheme can be conjured up every lime overt 
evidence is lacking for a desired derivation. The situation, indeed, is much the same as in syntax, 
where empty categories must be constrained if their use is not 10 lead 10 vacuity. 

One important constraint on zero-derivation has become known as Myers' Generalization (Myers 
1984): 

(96) Zero-derived words do not permit the affixation of further derivational morphemes. 

Pesetsky (1995) uses Myers' Generalization to account for, amongst other phenomena, the lack of 
'causative' nominalizations with psych-predicates like 'annoy' or 'amuse'. According to his analysis, 
these are complex forms consising of bound roots affixed with a zero causative morpheme. Thus, 
'annoyance' means 'the state of being annoyed' not 'ihe activity of annoying', 'amusement' means 
'the state of being amused', not 'the activity of amusing' and so on. This follows if the 
nominalizations may only be based on the underlying non-causative bound roots "annoy, "amuse, 
rather than their zero-derived causative counterparts 'cause to be annoyed', cause to be amused'. 

Myers' generalization, however, is counter-exemplified by nominalization in St'at'imcets. Recall the 
distinction between a-prefixed implied-object and unaccusative predicates (the former derived by 
zero middle-marking): 

(97) Implied object Unaccusative 
ii-cut = "something said" i-mac = "written" 

S-kWUkW = "something cooked" ii-put = "boiled" 

i-naClw = "something stolen" ii-tlx. = "set (of table)" 

i- ?uqW a? = "something drunk" iH~aq = "put down (with opening up)" 

l-prefixation of the implied object predicates on the left yields a nominal interpretation, in contrast to 
the resulting state interpretation of the unaccusative predicates on the right. However, by hypothesis, 
both sets of predicate are based on unaccusative roots; the difference is that the implied object 
predicates contain a 0 middle marker, which must be present prior to i-preflxation in order to yield 
the difference in interpretation. Since the nominalizing ii-prefix is clearly derivational (amongst other 
things, it is category-changing), Myers' generalization as a general restriction on zero-derivation 
must be false. 

However, a relativized version of the generalization (due 10 Pesetsky 1995, building on work by Fabb 
1988) does not run into these problems. Pesetsky terms his version Morphological Opacity: 

(98) a. A suffix ~ may attach 10 a form headed by a suffix a only if a is opaque to ~. 
b. Suffix a is opaque to suffix ~ iff a satisfies the opacity index of ~. 
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c. The opacity index of a morpheme ~ is: 
i. an identifying mark or variable over identifying marks (e.g [+latinate] or a wildcard [*]) 
ii. a syntactic feature (e.g. N, V, A) 

The basic id~ behi~d this approach is that, in general, de~vational affixes resist attaching to derived 
forms, but thIS resIstance can be overcome when certam (a) affixes are supplied with features 
("opacity indexes") whi.ch allow them to conceal ~eir derivational history from certain other (~) 
affixes. Forms affixed WIth a wIll then act as non-denved for the purposes of affixation by ~. Opacity 
indexes are of two types: (i). contains morphophonological features, whilst (ii) contains syntactic 
features. Importantly, 0-denvatlonal affixes are never treated as having a type (i) opacity index 
(logically enough, since they are by definition morphophonologically empty) but they may have a 
type (ii) index. 

Now, notice that the nominaiizing i-prefix in St'at'imcets is category-changing (by definition). This 
means that the zero-middle marker to which it attaches must have an identifying categorial feature: 
[+V], to be precise. But then, this feature can serve as a type (ii) opacity index, and we expect the 
midd!e-marker to be morphologically opaque - which it is, since further affixation (s-prefixation) is 
permItted. 

Next, compare nominalizing l-prefixation to stative s-prefixation, illustrated with non-derived 
(unaccusative) roots on the right-hand side of (97). Unlike the nominalizer, the stative prefix makes 
no reference to the category of the root to which it attaches. By hypothesis, then, it cannot refer to a 
type (ii) opacity index. This means that the zero middle-marker is not opaque to the stative prefix, 
which t;lean~ that it sho.uld re~ist stative i-prefixation. This is indeed. the case: the i-prefixed 
unergatlves (I.e., zero-denved nuddles) on the left of (97) have only a nonunalized and not a resulting 
state interpretation. 18 

Stepping back from Pesetsky's specific proposal, we can begin to see the outlines of a general theory 
of zero-morphology. Zero-morphemes differ from overt morphemes in that while the latter may be 

18This analysis runs into one set of potential problems. As we have seen, there are a few medio
reflexive zero-marked middles which do permit stative i-prefixation, contrary to the predictions of 
Morphological Opacity. This is shown in (87), repeated below as (i): 

(i) i-mfi!a?q = "sitting" = "(being) inside" 

However, there is a way out of this problem, if we assume that the stative i-prefix, unlike its 
nominalizing counterpart, is added prior to affixation with the zero middle-marker. In fact, there is 
some evidence for this. In some bound forms, the stative prefix obligatorily cooccurs with the 
locative prefix n-, as in the examples in (ii): 

(ii)a. n-i-,Kal<',KI<-at 

c. n-i-I<aza? 
= "bossy" 

= "conceited" 

b. n-s-I1.lq 

d. n-il-i>.K.il 
= U generous" 

= Ustingy" 

There are, however, no cases of nominalizing i-prefixes inside the locative prefix. (The prefix 
combination *!i-n-l is ruled out by an independent morpbophonological condition, so there 
are no cases of either i-prefix preceding the locative). Note also that the stative ii-prefix is only 
compatible with telic predicates, so it will never attach to implied object intransitives, which are 
al\ atelic; this will rule out derivations where the stative i-prefix is attached to the root, which is 
then suffixed with an active-type zero middle marker. I tentatively conclude that the stative 
prefix is added prior to intransitivizing suffixes (including the 0-alternant), allowing us to 
maintain Morphological Opacity. 
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licensed by either morphophonological or syntactic features, zero-morphology must be licensed by 
syntactic features. There is an obvious link between the behaviour of zero-derivation as outlined here 
and commonly proposed constraints on zero-inflection. Zero-inflection is usually proposed when 
syntactic considerations force its existence: these considerations include systematic gaps in ,-feature 
specifications, as in person and number paradigms, as well as universal conditions on the realization 
of functional morphemes such as tense, mood, and aspect (Dechaine 1993). In all of these cases, 
zero-inflection is licensed by syntactic features, just as Pesetsky has proposed for zero-derivation. An 
important question remains as to exactly which syntactic features are relevant for different levels of 
the grammar: in a model such as that of Hale and Keyser (1993, to appear), for example, only 
(lexical) categorial features are available in the derivational component (I-syntax) while functional 
heads and ,-features are introduced in the inflectional component (s-syntax). Whether this division 
can be maintained remains an open question. 

7.2. Lexlcallzation and the unaccusatlve-unergative distinction 

Finally, let us return once again to the distinction between 'non-control' and 'control' roots. I have 
argued at length that control roots do not really exist; contrary to appearances, they are zero-derived 
versions of overtly suffixed intransitives. I have, however, left unanswered the question as to why a 
particular, relatively smaIl set (about 75) of intransitive predicates should be zero-derived, and not a 
random subset of roots. Moreover, why should the same 75 intransitives get zero-derived more 
generally across the Salish family? And why should these 75 in large part overlap with the class of 
unergative predicates identified cross-linguistically? 

The answer lies in the process of lexicalization whereby a particular morphosyntactic substructure 
receives a separate morphophonological shape,19 Clearly, not all forms made available by the 
morphosyntax are realized phonologically. Roots may be bound, for example, which is another way 
of saying that they cannot be associated with an independent phonetic matrix. The same is true - by 
definition - for affixes. A particular pattern of association and non-association between the 
morphosyntax and the morphophonology is what of course defines the lexicon of a given language. 

Now, let us assume that lexicalization is sensitive not only to morphological structure, but also to 
patterns of language use, that is, real-world knowledge and pragmatic utility. Outputs of the 
morphosyntactic component will get an independent morphophonological shape only if they are of 
'communicative value', thrnugh frequency of usage and/or cognitive saliency. I have kept these 
notions deliberately vague, in order to allow a certain degree of cross-linguistic variation, since 
languages may differ as to which morphosyntactic representations they choose to lexicalize. For 
example, it is hard for English speakers to conceive of unaccusative versions of predicates like 
''punch'', or "cut someone's throat". Yet they do surface in St'4t'imcets: 

(98) .fk,3tx" 

.ftup 

.flak 

'" "(get) severed" 

'" "(get) punched" 

'" "(get) whipped" 

k,3tx"-ui 

tup-ui 

n-iak-q 

'" "to get one's throat cut" 

'" "to get punched in the face" 

'" "to get whipped on the behind" 

Cross-linguistic variation in lexicalization is a real and inescapable source of difference between 
languages, and may even reflect culturally different ways of conceiving the world. However, and 

191 take no position here as to exactly which model of the morphosyntax-morphophonology 
mapping to adopt. In fact, it seems to me that to allow non-linguistic real-world information to 
influence the mapping will significantly weaken whatever model we choose; this is why I view 
lexicalization patterns as epiphenomena, derived from the process of language acquisition rather 
than formal properties of the grammar. 
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quite crucially, lexicalization does not vary without limit. On the contrary, languages tend to 
consistently lexicalize more-or-less the same (useful) types of predicate. 

Now, one of the most salient properties of zero-derived (control) intransitive'predicates is that they 
are semantically asymmetrical, in that they involve actions in which the focal (human) participant is 
far more likely to be construed as agent than as patient. This is true of implied object as well as 
medio-reflexive zero-derived intransitives. Implied object intransitives, while derived aspectually by 
"a-te!icizing" a predi~ate (s,ee ~ctiO? ~.3), are oft~n used to defocal!ze an underlying object, and 
focalize the predicate Itself: eat and drink are typical members of this class. Medio-reflexive zero
intra!lsitives have a ~imilar defocali~ng effect, but. this ti':le ~y forcing an inclusion or identity 
relation between subject and underlylOg object, typically Yielding body-centred activities such as 
'bathe' or 'dress'. In both cases, there is a clear asymmetry between agent, the focalized participant, 
and patient, the defocalized participant. . 

Now, under a conception of morphosyntax such as that advocated here, both classes of unsumxed 
control intransitive must be derived; and since they are derived directly from roots, Morphological 
Opacity will not stop them from being zero-derived. It follows that the only possible class of zero
derived intransitives will be 'control roots' (i.e., zero-derived unergatives). Conversely the 
unaccusative roots which underly them will not be lexicalized (i.e. will surface only when bo~nd) 
because their (non-agentive, non-focal) argument will flOd few or no real world contexts of use. ' 

It should be emphasized that the notion of semantic asymmetry appealed to here is a continuum. At 
one end are the control predicates, where the focal participant is strongly agentive; these are most 
likely to be lexicalized as zero-derived unergative intransitives. At the other, we find non-control 
predicates where the participant is devoid of any agency at all; these are most likely to surface as 
bare roots. In the middle, however, we find predicates which are more or less symmetric, in that 
neither agent-orientation nor patient-orientation is favoured by the inherent lexical properties of the 
root. It is these predicates which typically show alternations between unsuffixed unaccusatives and 
suffixed unergatives. 

Finally, it is worth pointing out that the existence of the class of control intransitives in particular and 
patterns of lexicalization more generally, are better conceived of as by-products of the proce;s of 
language acquisition than as formal properties of the grammar. Children go through a period of rote
learning prior to abstracting morphological regularities from their linguistic input, and they are liable 
to learn the most common predicates which they encounter. Moreover, it has often been noted that 
uner~ative (control) predi~ates !IfC (i) Sal~ent (Ii) .few in number and (iii) frequently employed -
precisely the types of predicate, 10 fact, which are hable to be rote-learnt before the productive rules 
of morphology are fully acquired. We might think, then, of unergatives as constituting part of a core 
of "relic" forms acquired early in childhood and resistant to morphophonological reanalysis. (In fact, 
we have already observed that unsuffixed control intransitives in St'4!'lmcets are characterized by an 
unusual preponderance of fossilized derivational material; we can now posit a source for this 
phenomenon in language acquisition.) 

Now, what happens when the child's morphological component is reorganized so that - in conformity 
with universal properties of lexical composition - all control predicates are derived? As fossilized 
rote-learned forms, control intransitives resist morphophonologica\ reanalysis: but they are by no 
means resistant to zero-derivation. which allows them to retain their morphophonological integrity 
while adding the requisite syntactic features. The logical result of this developmental step is the 
creation of a set of zero-derived agentive predicates • in other words, control intransitives or 
unergatives. 
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